Funds needed to complete

Energy program stalemated
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Workers check out one of SJSU’s two boilers currently shut down
for maintenance. By keeping all four boilers running smoothly,
energy is saved. Constant maintenance is just one way SJSU is
conserving.

By Patrick McGreevy
SJSU has embarked on a
program of energy conservation to
reduce its $1.27 million utility bill,
which averaged $100.000 per month
this year.
The conservation program.
however, is at a stalemate, waiting
for $400.000 needed to meet the
chancellor’s objective of a 40 percent reduction in energy use
systemwide by 1983-84.
SJSU has reduced its energy use
by 33.6 percent, compared to the
system’s 20 percent, since the
conservation program began in 197374. This reduction is due to mincer
energy saving efforts, such as lower
thermostats and reduced lighting
usage.
Lack of funds has prevented the
two most expensive projects - the
ebuilding of the heating and air
conditioning systems, and the installation of an advanced computer
which can monitor and adjust the
amount of energy produced to the
amount of energy each building
needs.
"It’s going to be very difficult to
meet the objective - impossible
without the funds." said Ellen
Weaver. interim executive vice

president and chairwoman of the
campus energy task force.
"It doesn’t look good right now
to get the funds."
Robert Bosanko, chief of plant
operations-the department which
makes campus changes and
maintains equipment for energy
efficiency -said that SJSU will get
some of the $400.000 but not enough
of it to meet the 1983-84 objective.
"If we were just allowed to do
maintenance and work on the
campus’s energy efficiency, we
could save 15 to 20 percent more."
Bosanko explained. -But as it is, we
spend most of our time doing
niceities like rearranging faculty

Press not being hurt,
Burns tells journalists
By Peter G. Bliss
The press is crying wcIf
again."
This proclamation came from
Hobert Burns. SJSU academic vice
president, as he addressed 13 new
members initiated into Kappa Tau
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Living with a gas shortage:
some odd and even advice
By Maureen Riley
Before the even -odd system was
imposed county -wide Wednesday.
motorists were frantically trying to
beat each other to the gas pumps.
Some gas lines are somewhat
shorter now, but many motorists are
still to ing to beat this system.
There are no real short cuts and
even fewer tips on getting gas, but
there are some ways to conserve the
gas you have.
The San Jose Police Department
advises citizens to ride bikes, carpool, walk wherever possible and
protect your vehicle against gas
syphoning with gas locks and anti syphoning devices. Park your
vehicle in a garage or close up to a
building and organize neighborhood
watches.
These suggestions will help
conserve gas said an S.I PD
spokesman, but many merchants
have reported they are unable to
keep gas related items in stock. Last
week the Grand Auto Store at 394 S.
Second St. was cleaned out of gas
cans, locks. syphoning and anti syphoning device’s. "We are unable
to keep up with the supply and
demand." said Dave Gonzales
assistant manager. Our distributor
is tapped out. Gonzales said, and the
80 stores state-wide don’t knew when
or if they will receive a next shipment.

’Gas lines’ game
See Page 3

The shortage is not as bad at the
Kragen Auto Store at 182 E. Santa
Clara, however their stock has been
cut back by three-fourths. Mike
Bauer a store employee, recently
ordered 100 five-gallon gas cans and
received 25, The store sold out in
three days and constantly places
flew orders with their distributor.
Many motorists have already
curtailed their driving and switched
to other modes of transportation.
Reeds Cyclery sheep at 3020 Alum
Rock Avenue reported that it is
almost impossible to keep up with
the demand. People have swanned
to the shop to purchase ten speed
bikes that range in price from $99 to
$8.90. Sales are four times as high as
they were last year at this time.
Reeds has an inventory of 800 bikes
and five employee’s continuously
assembling the vehicles.
Brian Lane, bike salesman, said
most of the customers are middleaged or senior citizens, who want to
get in shape or . wrcise more, and
who view the gas cruch as a good
excuse.

Captain Larry Salo of the San Jose
Fire Department SJFDc.
Since July 1. 1976 the misuse of
gasoline has caused 38 fires in San
Jose dwellings with a total ed
$397.000 in property damage., the
hospitalization of 16 persons with
serious burns and three deaths.
If you must store gas know the
regulations. Salo said. An approved
safety can with a tight closure cap
clearly marked "Gasoline" or
"Flammable" is required. Glass or
plastic containers are illegal and
could allow fumes to escape
resulting in an expolosion or fire.
No more than two-gallons may
be steered inside any dwelling and 110
more than 10 gallons may be stored
outside the home. An insurance

offices
it hurts our eller* efforts if ’A"
have to alter office ;pace and IIT1 provise in building widgets for
anyone on campus who wants
something done.
’Many requesters say ’Why
can’t you do it? Your people are here
whether they do this job or another
one.
The problem would be partb.
solved if he had more men, according to Bosanko. His staff is
made up of 80 people, but inane of
those are janitorial and grounds
positions.
SJSU has received some money
already. Plant operations is

company will not cover fire
damages if you are found neglegent
in storing gas.
Although not illegal, the SJFD
cautions motorists not to store
gasoline in their vehicles. The heat
build up could cause fumes to travel
and ignite.
Motorists can reduce the time
they wait in gas lines said Mike
Jonson Exxon dealer at 2710 Alum
Rock Avenue. Compare gas lines the
day before choosing a station and
call the dealer for opening times.
The only way to beat the even odd system Johnson said is have
your vehicle serviced and gassed at
the same time. "No dealer will turn
down that kind of business." he said
smiling.

Alpha last Thursday.
The honor society is a national
group dedicated to "knowledge.
truth and accuracy" in the journalistic field.
Using the recent decision
handed down by the U.S. Supreme
Court in the Herbert v. Lando case.
Burns said, "the real issue is not
Herbert. This case was based on whether
or not reporters are responsible for
what is going through their mind
when they are putting a story
together.
The real question Burns said.
"is how the press is perceived by the
public."
"The public does not think that
journalism and journalists are on
their side, " he said. -The public is
becoming increasingly suspicious of
what they read and hear in the
media."
Rreiterating that the press is
crying wolf, Burns said. -Who’s
really going to come when the real
wolf comes? In the Herbert case the
press, is overreacting."
He stressed that the First
Amendment is not owned by journalists. He said that it is owned by
the public and that these rights are
for all individuals, not just journalists.
Explaining his interpretation 01
how the media feel about the
decision in the Herbert case, Burns
said. -The press thinks that it will
have a chilling effect on them. Of
course it will. It’s meant to lead to
self censorship: it’s meant to have a
chilling effect. But it’s meant to
chill the falsehoods, not the truth."
"How could we make a case, if
we couldn’t ask about the. state of
mind of an individual ." he asked.
He said that the news media
have an awesome amount of power
in that a reporter can write a story
with one source that really has no
back up. This many times creates
error and falsehood, he said.
I Continued on back page)
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Moped sales are also booming.
The Bike Shop at 2518 Berryessa
Road said business is good and that
some mopeds are on back order.
’Ihere tre a variety of mopeds
ranging in price from $399 to $789.
Mopeds have two horse power. get
150 miles to the gallon and reach a
speed of :10 miles per hour. Dan
Bark. store manager, said mopeds
are. ideal for short distance travel.
AA-...----
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Many motorists have adjusted
to the gas shortage but many are
still fearful of the gas shortage and
have begun hoarding gas and storing
it for future use. Storing gas can be
very dangerous, according to

J.V.04-2n

Locking gas caps will deter some sip honers
By Karen Ewing
Consumers are being drained of
more than just money during the gas
crisis. Fuel is being siphoned from
automobile gas tanks.
’rhe SJSU Police Department
has had only one report of a possible
gas siphoning, said Officer Greg
Wixom.
However. complaints of gas
thefts have risen sharply in the past
three weeks, said the San Jose City
Police Department and the Santa
Clara county Sheriff’s Office.
During this same time period,
sales on locking gas caps have risen,
according to local auto part stores
personnel.
"It’s getting crazier and
crazier," said Kathy Bradley
salesperson for Midnite Auto Supply. "Every other customer wants a
locking gas cap."
"We now have a three-week

back order," said Marty Nelson, a
Kra gen Auto Supply clerk.
Caps for Chevrolets, Fords and
small import cars were the first to
go, said Dave Gonzales, assistant
manager of a San Jose Grand Auto
store Locking gas caps for unleaded
tanks sold quickly also.

fuel. Some autos need large caps.
These and the threaded models take
more metal to manufacture than
other caps. For this reason, they
cost more.

Price also varies from
manufacturer to manufacturer. But,
one company’s model is not more
effective than any other, said
Other local dealers agreed. Bradley.
Now, models needed for old or rare
Do they work?
cars make up the majority of the
stock ramaining on the shelves.
"They are a deterrent," said
Steve Morales, a parts worker at
Most caps come with two keys.
One Stop Auto Store. Rather than
The price for the anti-theft devices
take the time to remove the cap the
vary from store to store. Large
thief will "move onto the next car."
dealers sell the caps from $5-8.
Small business offer the items for $713.
Price is dictated by the caps’
designs. Threaded-gas caps are
needed by cars requiring unleaded

"I don’t have one on my car,"
Morates said. "An amateur can
remove it. Someone with a big
enough tool can pry it off. This may
bend up the filler tank."

He estimated that a dealer
would replace such a tank for $6.
The caps can be easily removed.
said Lou Concillit a Mission Valley
Four Wheel Drive salesman. His
company does not carry the locking
gas caps. But, he does recommend
the caps because "they do slow a
thief down."
"Anyone who knows anything
about locking gas caps could remove.
one," said Gonzales.
But, Nelson disagreed. "My
brother lost his key," he said. "We
tried everything and couldn’t got it
the cap )off."
It would take someone with a
locksmith tool to remove the cap.

recruiting for an Energy Engineer.
to be hired with a $40.000 state grant
designated for a pilot program in
energy efficiency.
he design engineer will fine
tune all of the electrical systems and
make the campus inure efficient."
Busanko said.
The campus also has a compute,
which monitors 29 points ui the
Business Tower and Classrooms and
in the tunnel which runs from the
Boiler building next to the Business
Classes ito the Journalism Building.
The computer shows the design of
the pipes at each point and whether
something is wrong at each point.
The proposed computer. a Delta
2000. which would cost &woo
would monitor 690 control points
along the system. It would be able t,
shut off or adjust heat and electricity. as needed at each of those
points, in all campus buildings. The
expected savings in energy cost for
the computer is $120.00 a year.
Other proposed changes include
installation of photo mils and time
clocks to control energy consumption. Solar panels on the boiler
room building would preheat the
water fed into the boiler to 120
degrees, which would mean less gas
usage to turn the water to steam.
The three changes would save. 17
percent.
ALso proposed is the changing of
all lights to 35 watts, an eight to 10
percent savings.
A 60 percent reduction could be.
achieved within two to three years
with $150,000 worth of rebuilding and
contractiong work on the air duct
system.
The 33.6 percent reduction was
in part reached by putting phantom
light lamps in half of the sockets
thus reducing the light level and
saving energy.
A recent PG and E report done
for SJSU estimated that the campus
would save up to 644.000 a year by
reducing the light leveLs.
Also, stickers have been put on
most light switches asking persons
to turn them off when rooms are not
being used.
Part of the program of conservation is aimed at informing
students and faculty of the problem.
"People just don’t seem to be
aware that our supplies of fuel are
Bosanko said. "We’ve
found students who find an empty
classroom at night and use it to
study in. One guy sitting in a
classroom with all the lights blaring.
We need to change that attitude."
Bosanko warned that energy
supplies are so low that if Rancho
Seco stays off line SJSU will be out of
power this summer.
"We’ll have brownouts, and it
might even affect the fall
semester."

Legislature
investigate
fuel crisis
By Ethan Winston
SACRAMENTO - Investigating
the fuel shortage in California is the
charge of a new Assembly committee created last week by Speaker
Leo McCarthy.
Two local legislators will sit on
the nine member committee; Vic
Calvo ID-Mountain View) and
Henry Mello D-Watsonville ).
McCarthy lashed out at federal
energy officials during the press
conference held when he announced
the committees’s formation.
"While California motorists
spend hours waiting in line at the gas
pump, federal officials callously
accuse them of causing the very
problem that victimizes them. They
are entitled to answers, not accusations."
McCarthy identified a series of
questions he wants the committee to
answer.
Is the scarcity of gas in
Califonria real or contrived?
Why are wholesale and retail
prices increasing so rapidly?
Do federal
policies unnecessarily restrict gasoline supplies?
Are gasoline supplies being
restricted by actions of the oil
companies?
"This situation is enormously
complex so I don’t expect quick and
simple answ ti’s." McCarthy said.
"But California motorists have a
right to know, if possible, what
brought it about, expecially if any of
the contributing factors were either
deliberate or avoidable."
Brian Sway, consultant to the
Assembly Committee on Fuel
Shortage, said the first hearings will
be held today. Assemblyman Mel
Levine i D-Los Angeles ) chairs the
committee.
Representatives of Cheveron
Oil, distributors, retailers and
consumer groups are expected to
testify at today’s "organizational"
hearings. Sway said.
Hearings will be held throughout
the state, he continued, with the next
one scheduled for Friday
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Drug called Moonies
Editor’s note: First of a IMO.
part series to be continued
tomorrow.
By Carol Magnuson
For two weeks now I have been
under the influence of a dangerous
drug.

Carol Magnuson is a
Spartan Daily reporter

This drug is called. "Moonies."
It causes confusion and
paranoia. It brings on bouts of guilt
and worry. It eats away at my self
confidence and erodes the very
foundations I have built my life

upon. And, it erases my abilities to
deal successfully with problems in
the everyday world.
I decided to look into the
Unification Church after covering
"just another story" on cults over at
Hoover Hall. I decided because one
man. Noah Ross put his hand on in
shoulder and said very quietly.
"Someday you will join us." He
smiled. "It may be two or three
years, but I know that you, too, will
become one of es."
Ross, who is the associate
director for the Unification Church
for California, is a ’seemingly softspoken man with an unassuming
face. But when he said that to me I
knew he wasn’t at all what he
seemed.

Watermelon seeds
can cause cancer?

Change people’s beliefs

Nothing lasts forever
By J.S. Whaley
For most of the history of the
United States. the American people
have been led to believe the natural
resources we consume daily will last
indefinitely. This attitude is simply
not realistic in today’s era of
dwindling resources.
The myth of continual abunJ. S. Whaley is a
Spartan Daily reporter

dance has been fostered primarily
by our large corporations who
continually require increased use
and production to survive.
The fact is. however, that many
of the resources we use today such
as crude oil. nautral gas and electricity will be in extremely short
supply, if not completely gone, in the
near future.
The current gasoline shortage
serves as a good example.
President Carter recently said
that gas situation will probably get
even worse next year than it is now.
This indicates a trend toward a most
feared possibility: permanent
gasoline rationing controlled by the
government.
Americans will be forced to
drastically alter their present
energy consuming habits. This will
be a painful process, similar to what
a heroin addict goes through during
withdraw!.
The weekend trips to the
mountains, large gas guzzling
recreational
vehicles
and
automobiles and annual vacation
trips to the Grand Canyon will
become just memories.
The public will have enough fuel
to get back and forth to work, and
very little more.
There are several reasons for
accepting this pess:inistic attitude.
Americans will never willingly
give up that which they have become
accustomed to. Reducing fuel
consumption must be done by force
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or it will never be done at all.
for
future
Unfortunatety
generations, the "just let me have
with
everybody
mine and to hell
else." attitude seems to be held by
most of today’s disillusioned
citizenry.
The attitude is demonstrated by
people every day through hording,
long gas lines and increased hostility
to everyone in general.
The primeval instinct to survive
emerges, and what little semblance
of courtesy and integrity we did
have vanishes in the race to get to
the nearest open gas station.
This is just one instance involving a shortage of something
most people consider vital to their
existance.
If this much panic accompanies

a gas shortage, imagine what would
happen when the current crisis was
accompanied by a shortage of
heating fuel or electricity. An image
of utter chaos comes to mind.
Probably the least aggravating
method of kicking the consumption
habit is to get used to the idea of
scarcity all on one’s own.
Everyone would be better off if
we thought of the consequences our
actions would bring to others.
More importantly, people must
realize that nothing lasts forever.
This will require some very basic
changes in the way American people
think about the world in which they
live. It is the first step toward a time
when everyone can share what it
offers.

By Debbie Hunsinger
Years ago someone warned me
not to swallow watermelon seeds
because the plants would sprout in
my stomach.
Now I’m expecting a warning
from the Food and Drug Administration that eating w atermelon
seeds can cause cancer. Every flash
bulletin from the FDA announcing
the latest cancer causers carcinogens makes me wonder if that
day isn’t just around the corner.
According to a report from the
National Cancer Institute last week,
the newest three to be added to the
list of "don’ts" are ingredients used
in high blood pressure combatants.
sleeping aids and anti-dandruff
shampoos.
That ever-growing list also
bears such culprits as saccharin, the
sugar substitute that saves many
Americans from falling prey to
cavities, obesity, diabetes and
sodium nitrates, the wonder
chemical used in curing meat that
curtails botulism c,ads food poisoning
and in) lo
bacon and ham the
products we know today.
Also included is beer containing
nitrosamines, a form of nitrate and
Red Dye No. 2 and No. 4. the stuff
that gives peppermint stripe candies
red stripes. Asbestos, used as insulation in such everyday products
as hair dryers and toasters, has also
been labeled a no-no, as well as Tris,
which was added to children’s
clothing to make them fire resistant.

Gas lines have advantages
By Don Vetter
More than half of our lives is
spent waiting. Whether waiting for
the mail to arrive, the bus to come or
your turn at the gas pump.
So why all this fuss over the
-long" lines at the gas stations, its
all part of life and we should take it
Don Vetter is a
Spartan Daily reporter

in stride and use it to our best advantage.
In fact, look for the longest line
you can find and bring that novel or
textbook you’ve been meaning to
finish. Be constructive with your
time and quit complaining.
You don’t see or hear anybody
complaining in the ticket line to the
fix ’than game, no sir! All you’ll find
in those lines are people enjoying
themselves and twing constructive
with their ’waiting tunic.’’
(i15 lines can become a socially
enlightening experience, a chance to
meet new people, discuss businhss
and tell the day’s news.
A good way to bring the family
together and away from the
television set would be an afternoon
excursion to the petrol pumps with

the family in the gas guzzling station
wagon.
Buying gas was never a pleasant
experience for motorists and with
the current shortage the displeasure
has seemed to increase.
Gas is a commodity that is intangible to the consumer. You never
touch or see the Ado you spent your
hard earned money for.
The only recognition you receive
is a little needle pointing to "F" and
a $15 deficit in your wallet.
Though the plea is being heard
from every hilltop, motorists must
think before they turn the ignition.
"I’s this trip necessary.- they should
ask themselves.
"Can I walk, ride the bus or take
my bike.- should be the motorists
next self-query.
But who cares? Most motorists
won’t and keep guzzling gas in their
high powered eight cylinder
microcosms of the American way as
though it’s their God given right.
Wasting things is the American
way of life! Do you really have to eat
that sixth chocolate chip cookie.
Save it for the kids in Biafra, that’s
what mom always said.

American people. And how do we
spend our time in the lines, oomph’ ining through all two miles.
We are falling victim to the oil
companies scheme and are S ill iii’
to pay if we just didn’t have to wall
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If these products propose
genuine health hazards. the federal
government deserves
iound of
applause for informing the people.
However, it is more likely the
government should be recalled for
delivering heavy duty scare tactic’s.
Since most potential causes of
cancer are determined by the
Debbie Hunsinger IS a
Simi! do Daily reporter

results of excessively large doses of
the product upon laboratory animals
for long periods of time, it makes
little sense that suspected effects
should arbitrarily be transferred to
humans.
The food and drug acts in the
early 1900s may have been started
through good intentions, but those
good ideas have gotten out of hand
and the issue now borders on infringement of individual freedoins.
In addition, according to the
Feb. 26 issue of "Fortune"
magazine, if scientists applied a
little n. : ’ty "they could produce
animal cancers with all kinds of
substances...So far, the experimentalists have managed to
create tumors with natural hormones such as estrogen, vital trace
minerals such as selenium,
nutrients such as Vitamin D and
hundreds of other food substances
film eggs to ice water."
For consistency’s sake, the
government should just go on record
warning people not to eat or drink
anything, not to use any type of
cosmetic or drug, to stay indoors
and away from other people at all
times and above all, not to breathe
or look at the sun.
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But did we listen’? No way! This
gas crisis is good medicine for the

Editor:
There were implications in a
recent story regarding the search
for the Executive Vice President
that are most unfortunate. I want it
publicly understood that 1 have
complete faith in the integrity and
professional standards of each and
every member of the search committee.
My refusal to answer questions

pertaining to candidates during a
regularly scheduled news conference reflected only the fact that
public discussion of personnel
matters is improper.

41imems

Search procedures are a matter
of University policy and are public
knowledge, so I could and did
discuss the process of a national
search. I could not and did not
discuss candidates.
Gail Fullerton
President

All my friends were scared for
me. When I visited the Human
Freedom Center in Berkeley, Keith
Harary, a counselor, told me to pay
attention to my physiological state they could drug my food easily to
assist in the indoctrination process.
My parents were scared for me.
My mother swore she would go to
any lengths to get me out if I didn’t
come back. Why did everybody feel
this way?
When 900 people killed themselves for one man who publicly
referred to himself as God, that’s
when people got scared. Then, all
the papers got into the arena by
investigating cults, or in a technical
..sense "non-traditional" religious
groups.
It was at this time that I became
more or less familiar with the
mystery surrounding the Unification
Church.
At the weekend seminar over on
13th Street here in San Jose, they
didn’t drug my food. They didn’t
give us startchy fads or food with a
lot of sugar in it. They didn’t follow
us to the bathroom, nd they weren’t
coersive in any way that I could see.
And, as I said before, there were
only two of them. What could they
have done to me or the guy that went
with me?
I knew they knew I was a
reporter. So, when we arrived on
their doorstep my friend assumed a
new name, a new major, and a new
address. We felt it necessary, "just
in case." My friend is an editor of
this paper.
The first step to "thought
reform" is acceptance - before
belief. The second step is acting or
participating before believing.
The Divine Principle, members
say. was conceived by Rev. Moon
before his incarceration in a North
Korean camp.
In it the Principle ) there is a
belief that Adam and Eve were
created by God to be the first True
Parents of the race of man. There is
a duality of existence in all things Adam being positive and Eve being
negative.
According
to
the
teachings. Eve was seduced by the
serpent (Lucifer ) in the garden and
this seduction was the eating of the
fruit of the tree of the Knowledge of
Good and Evil,
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letters
Dismayed
implications

What happened to me exactly to
make me so uncomfortable’ I am
sill asking myself that question. All
I can figure is that these people were
able to get inside my mind and mess
it up by turning my arguments
against me every time.
I went on one of their weekend
seminars. I had decided earlier that
I would have to do this in order to see
for myself what other reporters had
written about.
Unfortunately. I think they
changed their format because they
already knew I was a reporter. Sure,
we "prayed" and we sang songs and
we had a recreation period.
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Gas Lines

You have an odd
numbered license. It
is an even numbered
day. Pay Shady Dude
$25 to rent even
numbered plates.
Lose one turn while
you mount the plates.

Pass out from
fatigue. I.ose two
turns.

(’heck your oil
arid water. Lose one
turn.

Rules
By Chu" Is lienrikson
11 To play this game you need a die, some Monopoly money and some
little-bitty cars.
2) Select the Gas Station Attendant. This person does not play. He/she
just collects the money. The other players will verbally abuse the attendant
throughout the gnme. The attendant will just smile and count the money.
3) The Attendant doubles as the Shady Dude.
41 Each player receives $200 from the Attendant before the game begins
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l’ae Shad Dude
$20 SC C ou can move
rive spaces forward
in hoe.

Roll the (lie. If
you get an even
number:
sneak
across safely. If you
get an odd number:
other players catch
you trying to sneak
across and kick the
crap out of you

Run out of gas in
line. Push your car to
the pump, lase two
turns.

Chuck Henricksen a a Spartan Daily reporter

The last car in
line pays you $50 to
get in front of you. If
you are the last in
line. pay yourself 850
and stay put.

511f you run out of money, sell your car to the highest bidder or abandon
it. Walk home and fix your bicycle.
6) Cut out the squares below, turn them over and shuffle them. The top
one is takne by players whe they reach the Pumps. Follow the instructions
on the card.
71 If two players land on the same square they can settle it any way the
choose. Tire irons are acceptable; no knives, guns or broken bottles. The
loser moves back five squares.
8) The time limit is one hour; then the game closes. Players who haven’t
filled their tanks by that time go in search of another game.
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You lost your credit card.
- Find some change under the
seat and buy 47 cents worth.
Start again.

I

Your gas tank has a leak.
Pay Attendant $10 to fix it and
get back in line.

11
I
I

Pay Shady Dude
$50 fur Miracle Fuel
Saving Device. It
doesn’t work. Lose a
turn while you
remove it.

Somebody gives
up. Move forward
one space.
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60

Meet someone of
the opposite sex c or
the same if you
prefer 1 in line. Lose
three turns while you
get to know one
antoher.

co6 c vkePF
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A Master Charge
card miraculously
appears in your
grubby little hand.
Use it when you pay
for your gas if you
get any I.
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The gas station
runs out of unleaded.
Lose one turn while
you ream out your
fuel filler tube so you
can use regular.

1101140
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Nature calls. Go
stand in line to get
into the restroom.
!Arse a turn.

\ ((I

I
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Get frustrated,
sell your car to the
highest bidder and
take public transportation.

The gas station
runs out of all gas.
Get arrested for
assaulting the Attendant. Go straight
to jail. Lose all turns.
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Roll the die. Pay Ult.
ndaynit2,15tiroti.nse
m
number
rolled.
back
in two days for more gas.
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Roll the die. Pay the attendant 50 times the number
% ou rolled. Come back in two
clays for more gas.
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Roll the die. Pay the
Attendant five times the
number you rolled. Come back
in two days for more gas.
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Roll the die. Pay the
Attendant 10 times the
number your rolled. Come
back in two days for more gas.
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’(
Car in front of
you has "Last Car"
sign taped to it. Go
home and try again
tomorrow.

mommmummimmonmummmH

I

Get
mugged
by
gasjackers who steal your car.
Walk to the hospital.
SELL ’10,R
R A4.41)

4

The Shady Dude offers
you twice the Blue Book value
for your car because you have
a full tank. Take the money
and walk to work.

Somebody siphons your
tank while you’re paying for
.......
the gas. Get back in line.

I

I

I

I
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Roll the die. Pay the
Attendant 100 times the
ntunber you rolled. Come back
in two days for more gas.

I
1.

Back to the
streets
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feature
SJSU fencer foils opponents

photos by A MPhil Ashley

Fencer Joy Ellingson shows some of the style which helped her win the individual standing in the
NIWFA tournament held at SJSU last month. She has been practicing the sport since age 9.

EN No No

By Karen Ening
Joy Ellingson is good
at foiling the games of
other women.
The SJSU freshman
finished first in the individual standings of last
month’s National Intercollegiate
Women’s
Fencing
Association
INIWFA I tournament.
It has taken time for
Ellingson. 18. to become
the women’s national
champ. She began taking
lessons at age 9, after
seeing a family friend
participate in a match.
It wasn’t easy at the
beginning, she said. When
I made iny first lunge. I fell
flat on my face."
But she wanted to
learn. One particular
match strengthened this
desire.
"When I was 9," she
said, "I was in a match

mu
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Every summer thousands of students are faced with

the same employment problem -- where to go to get job
experience if no one will hire you without it.
For those in this familiar "Catch 22 situation, a
temporary help firm such as Western Temporary Services,
Inc. may be the answer. With 160 offices nationwide,
and eight temporary help divisions, Western can accommodate the school and vacation schedules of students
who want to work.
Offering a variety of assignments for both skilled and,
unskilled workers, temporary help services can provide the
opportunity to earn extra money and gain the much-needed work
experience you’ll need for the future. Temporary work is
also an excellent way to try your hand at various job
fields, with assignments ranging from product demonstrations in retail stores to light industrial jobs in
manufacturing companies. In addition, you’ll exapnd
your knowledge and skills in the working world and
begin building a work history for a resume.
Applying for a temporary job is simple. Just drop by
your local Western office to register and interview.
You can apply for work in a number of divisions in one
visit. Western’s placement counselors are happy to
take the time to explore the many varied temporary job
options available in your area.
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Patrons of the Spartan
Pub received a sobering
surprise when the Hey. J.
\\*,Slt
Farr. accompanied
bt. a Lily ’ion reporter
with camera crew. walked

Farr. a
retired
methodist minister. had
filed a complaint with the
state Alcoholic Beverage
Control about a pending
With.’ license for the pub.

An
SJSU
adst ration of justice
plot essor, Tom McNerney.
WI, Uireatened with the
loss of his job because of
Ills controversial guest
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Get the edge! Prepare to take the

LSAT
Law School Admissions Test
Saturdays May 19. 26. -limn 2,9, 16, 1979
9 a.m.-12 30 pro., Business Classroom 002, SJSU campus
Total cost is $65 including materials
For further information:
Off ice of Continuing Education
Journalism Classroom Bldg. 13613
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192
(4081 277-2182

San Josa State University
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HOLIDA Y FARE
14-45 DAY ADVANCE
PURCHASE EXCURSION
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Pick up Application in the Women’s Center
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"I don’t think I could
ever quit fencing." she
said. "It’s such a part of
ine. If I’m old and gray I’ll
still be fencing.

An admitted gay and
S/M practitioner spoke on
rallipliS
Ii 1,1.
at MeNcrtic
request

presentah II sa mg it was
being used as an in-

is

In Americans’ state
of mind, the Olympics are
the highest achievement."
Ellingson said.
want to
get there.’
Knublach. Massiala
and Roper agreed that
Ellingson could be at the
1984 Olympics due to her
steadfastness.
Even if they are wrong.
Ellingson won’t give up
fencing.

THANK YOU

ROIERTS

I
2.
3.
4.
5.

1984 Olympics
present goal.

tilin I

If you find yourself faced with an employment problem
This summer, look for Western for the solution. When the
time comes for you to accept a permanent job, it will
give you a competitive edge.
I 550141

One year ago today:

against a very tall boy. I
remember looking up at
him and deciding to beat
him. I guess it is built in my
competitive instinct."
It is Ellingson’s ambition and will power which
help make her a good
fencer. said Diane
Knoblach.
an SJSU
Women’s fencing teammate and Ellingson’s
roommate.
Becoming a good
fencer wasn’t only a matter
of making up her mind,
Ellingson said. She had to
work, particularly at two
long obstacles-her legs.
"My long legs and
growing pains caused me
to have a long lunge,"
Ellingson said. -I almost
got stuck in it. I had to
strengthen my legs."
Jogging and bicycling
solved her problem, she
said. Ellingson continues to

upcoming match
she
said. -I find if I psyche
nyself up too much it’s not
good for me."
But, all of Ellingson’s
preparation did not help
her in placing in last
month’s Olympic squad
tryouts. She placed 14th.
but needed to place 5th.
"I thought I was
mentally
prepared. Ellingson said. "But I was
distracted during the
match."
"I had some catching.
up to do on my schoolwork
and was concerned about
that."
She has not let this
defeat dim her hopes. The

THII years ago today:

As a teniporary help service. Western is the employer.
This means that you will be paid by Western at the end
of each week for long-term assignments or upon completion of the project for shorter assignments.

II 145 Al .14,1

flash
!back

Ellingson

do both, in addition to
practicing fencing 12 hours
a week.
Ellingson’s
coach,
Michael
D’Asaro,
describes her as extremely hard working."
Former SJSU fencing
team member Christina
Massiala agreed. "She puts
a lot of time into fencing."
she said. "and she gets a lot
out of it,"
The hard work has paid
off and made Ellingson a
quick fencer, said Sharon
Roper. a SJSU fencing
teammate.
Ellingson’s speed and
aggressiveness is her
strength in the sport. said
Knoblach.
agreed.
Massiala
fast...quite
-She’s
agressive." she said. "She
comes at you when you
least expect it."
Ellingson credits her
aggressiveness to her
parents’ support.
"My dad used to lug
me around to all the
meets," she said. "My
mom worked to send me to
the meets. You know, that
makes me want to win."
But her fencing ability
is largely due to D’Asaro.
Ellingson said.
She accepted a fouryear $1,000 a year
scholarship from SJSU and
turned down more lavish
Eastern
from
offers
schools.
"I did this mainly so I
could be taught by
Michael," she said. -Under
him the university has won
the NIFWA tournament for
five years in a row.
"SJSU is the fencing
capital of the United
States." she said. "I came
here to improve my fencing. Michael is a
maestro."
But. Ellingson has
shown that she, too, is a
skillful fencer. This year’s
NIWFA win is not her first
fencing victory.
She won the under 16
tournament in the 1973
Junior Olympics. Three
years later she was victorious in the Olympics
under 20 tournament. That
same year she also won the
National
19
under
Championships and the
Junior Pacific. Coast
Championships.
Last year she won the
Amateur Fencing League
of America’s D’Asaro
Opener, named after her
present coach.
The night before such
contests Ellingson eats
plenty of pasta for energy
and has friends over for
distraction. She may study
awhile or go out for a few
beers.
"I’ll do anything which
gets my mind of it I the

ry
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Close but no cigar for track, baseball teams
King sets ’79 world marks;
Irvine takes PCAA track

Spartan sweep not enough;
second half crown to Fresno

By Danny. Edwards
The LaMonte King show including a host of guest
stars, premiered at SJSU’s Bud Winter Field for the
PCAA track and field finals Friday and Saturday.

The Spartans lost more points in the 400-meter run as
Stephen Chepkwony, rated second in that event, pulled a
hamstring muscle in F’riday’s 200 trials and was unable to
compete Saturday.

And when the final tape had been broken. King had
posted two world bests for this year.
That’s right, WORLD bests.

However, SJSU picked up wins in the shot put, 400
intermediate hurdles and 1,500-meter run.

The powerfully built UC-Irvine sophomore led the
Anteaters to a 19 point victory over SJSU in 90-degree heat
and had the kind of day every athlete dreams of.
King, winner of the 100, 200 and long jump in last
year’s PCAA finals, repeated as champion in all three of
those events Saturday and also anchored both relay teams
to victories.
He started off Saturday’s events by popping a 26-113/4
long jump on his first effort - the best in the world this
year.
King broke the meet, field and conference records in
that event but was short of the collegiate record of 27-11/4
set by Randy Williams in the 1972 Olympic Games in
Munich.
"Since I was so close to 27 I wanted to hit it right
away," King said, explaining why he continued to jump
after the record -shattering effort. Though he didn’t break
the 27 -foot barrier, King believed he could reach 27-5 by
the end of the season.
The other 1979 world mark was set in the 200 as King
outdistanced SJSU freshman Ken Thomas and flashed
across the finish line in 20.0. Again, King shattered the
field, meet and conference records and also eclipsed
Clancy Edwards’ collegiate record of 20.03 set last year.
Thomas was clocked in a lifetime best 20.7.
Just as stunning though, was King’s effort in the 400meter relay which can only be described as miraculous.
SJSU opened up a huge gap after three strong legs by the
Spartans’ Kevin Cole, Thomas and Mike Kirtman and the
baton was handed to anchorman Eric Hurt who had an
apparently unbeatable 10-meter lead.
No one told King that, though, and he came on as if
shot out of a cannon, edging Hurt at the tape and shocking
Spartan fans who were sure of a home team victory.
"Initially I wasn’t pulling on him," King said, noting
that Hurt appeared to hold the lead for awhile. "After he
reached full speed I accelerated. After 70 meters I knew I
was going to catch him."
Included among King’s heroics on the day was a
victory over Thomas in the 100.
"I didn’t have any pressure at all," King said, commenting on the event which was billed as a head-to-head
contest between him and Thomas. "Everyone was
making a big deal out of it."
Thomas had defeated Olympian Eddie Hart, world
indoor record-holder Houston McTear and, most notably,
1978 NCAA and AAU 100 and 200-meter champ Edwards
this season.
King was clocked in a wind-aided 10.0 which edged
Thomas’ 10.1. King also anchored Irvine’s winning mile
relay team which posted a time of 3:12.8.
"I try to take one event at a time," he said. "When one
goes good it takes me right into the next one."
King’s performance overshadowed what was supposed to be a tight team struggle between Irvine and
SJSU. Also lost in his barrage of record-breaking feats
were several brilliant individual performances by his
teammates and by SJSU.
On Friday, SJSU’s Greg Woepse became the second
Spartan in SJSU history to clear 18 feet in the pole vault.
The bearded senior’s effort of 18-0 1/4, best in the world
outdoors this year, broke his own conference record of 17-0
3/4 set last year.
Teammate Kim Black soared to a lifetime best 17-2
1/4 in the event to pick up second place.
The Anteaters were not to be denied, however, as
Greg Veatch and Wilbur Gregory upset Spartans Pete
Austin and Mike Kirtman in the 110-meter high hurdles.
The SJSU duo had gone undefeated in PCAA dual
meets this season but Veatch and Gregory broke the tape
in 13.8 just ahead of the lunging Austin, who was clocked
in 13.9. Kirtman finished fifth in 14.0.

Bob Feuerbach, fourth place finisher in last year’s
NCAA championships and 1978 PCAA titlist, heaved the
shot 60-1 3/4 for the win. Teammate Kevin Brady tossed
the iron ball 55-5 For third.
Senior Don Finley, who ran 51.7 in the intermediate
hurdles in the first meet of the season but has been
hampered by a knee injury ever since, blazed to victory in
50.9.
"I was hurt for awhile but today I put it all together,"
he said. The mark qualified him for the NCAA meet May
30 at the University of Illinois.
Russ Nahirny, also a senior, surprised a classy 1,500meter field by passing three runners in the last 200 meters
to win in 3:47.7.
From the beginning, the battle for the team title was
all Irvine and SJSU.
The Spartans must have felt they were experiencing
deja vu. Last season, SJSU shellacked Irvine by more
than 40 points in dual action only to lose to the Anteaters in
the PCAA finals.
This season, the Spartans whipped Irvine 92-62 in a
dual meet in March. The Anteaters held a slim two-point
lead after Friday’s competition but the exploits of King
and company Saturday were too much for the Spartans to
overcome.
The Anteaters dominated the long distance events,
winning both the 10,000 and 5,000-meter runs.
Team scores not counting the decathlon): UC-Irvine
105, SJSU 86, Cal State-Long Beach 43, Utah State 34,
Fresno State 27, UC-Santa Barbara 23.
TRACK TALK Along with Finley, SJSU long lumpy, Essodena Atchade
rilalif red for the NCAA meet The ’976 Olydlpic qualifier I, om Togo leaped 26
Thomas, who al, oady Clualilied for the NCAA
I 11 His iiletime best is 26 6
meet in the 100. also can compete .0 the meet in the 200 alter r unnino 20 1
Thetis.,
Saturday Nis ellor I is the 13th best ever by a Spar tart in that event
other Spartans who have qualified for the NCAA meet are pole vaulters
Woepse and Black. Feuer bath in the shot. Curt Bans,. d iF1 the iavelin and
Thu,I,s Gibbs in the high lump
SJSU only has rine more chance to qualify
mole indrviduals tor NCAA competition That’s Sato, days Cantor ma Relays
in Modesto
The Spar tans, undefeated us,, dual meets this season, placed
11th in last season’s NCAA meet but were i antied seventh ill the nation
duals

By Dan Wood
Just as was the case in
the first half, the second
half title of the Northern
California Baseball
Association was awarded
through a tie -breaking
provision in the league
bylaws.
The difference is that
this time, SJSU came out
on the short end of the
stick.
The Spartans swept
their three-game series
from University of San
Francisco this weekend,
but Fresno State also swept
a three-game series, from
University of Pacific. See
related story this page.)
Thus, through a
complicated series of
events, Fresno State
grabbed the second half
championship.
The
Bulldogs will face first-half
champ SJSU next weekend
in a three-game playoff for
the overall league crown,
and a trip to the NCAA
regionals.
The Bulldog and
Spartan sweeps, coupled
with a Santa Clara loss to
St. Mary’s Friday, left FSU
and SJSU in a two-way tie
for first place.
Both finished with 13-5
records in the second half,
but Fresno was awarded
the title by virtue of its twoout-of-three win over SJSU
in the clubs’ second -half
series.
The Spartans took the
first half championship in
identical fashion, over St.
Mary’s, after both finished
with 11-7 marks.
"It worked for us once
and against us once," SJSU
coach Gene Menges said,
not exactly looking forward
to next
weekend’s
showdown with Fresno.

The Spartans had little
trouble with UM.’ in the
three games, but Pacific’s
inability to beat Fresno
relegated SJSU s efforts to
mere preparation for next
week.
SJSU beat the Dons 4-1
Friday at Ulrich Field in
San Francisco, and came
back to take both ends of a
doubleheader Saturday at
San Jose’s PAL Stadium, 92 and 14-3.
Dave Nobles and Ernie
Hayden were the Spartan
heroes Friday.
Nobles went the route
on the mound, baffling the
Dons on only four hits. He
struck out five in recording
his ninth win of the year,
against five losses.
Hayden stroked a
double, home run and a
sacrifice fly.
USF’s best chance at
upending the Spartans was
in the first game of
Saturday’s twin bill, as the
Dons battled to a 2-2 tie in
the sixth inning.
USF had the bases
loaded with no outs in the
sixth, but Randy Raphael,
in relief of Steve Berglund,
came on to get a pair of
strikeouts and a Liner to
shortstop, to get out of the
jam.
The Spartans got seven
runs in the bottom of the
inning, knocking out Don
starter Bob Marquez, and
the rest was academic.
Berglund was a surprise
starter,
over
Raphael, and pitched well
through the first five innings, retiring 11 hitters in
a row at one point.
Raphael got the win
nonetheless, going the final
four
frames
without
allowing a hit. Raphael is
now 7-6.

It is often said by baseball
purists that pitching is 90 percent of
the game.
Fresno State coach Bob Bennett
would probably agree with that
today, after three of his hurlers
turned in shutout victories over
University of Pacific this weekend in
Stockton.
The sterling mound efforts
enabled the Bulldogs to claim the
second half championship of the
Northern California Baseball
Association, and gain a playoff spot
opposite first-half champ SJSU next
weekend for the overall league title.
Rich Bordi, Jon Reelhorn and
Ron Leach were the three men who
held Pacific scoreless all weekend.
In fact, the Tigers managed only
10 hits in three games off the Fresno

trio.
Bordi started things off for
Fresno Friday by blanking UOP on
four hits as the Bulldogs prevailed 50. Frank Garcia and Dan Gladden
socked home runs to lead the Fresno
attack.
The ’Dogs took the opener of
Saturday’s doubleheader 3-0 as
Reelhorn scattered six hits, and won
the seven inning nightcap 5-0 behind
Leach’s two-hitter.
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With the three wins, Fresno
finished the second half with a 13-5
record, the same mark as SJSU.
However, the Bulldogs gained the
title because of their two-out-ofthree series victory over th Spartans
a week ago in Fresno.
Things would have been different had Santa Clara been able to

sweep its series with St. Mary’s, but
the Broncos managed to win only
one game.
The Gaels took the series opener
Friday at Buck Shaw Stadium 6-5,
and the clubs split a doubleheader in
Moraga Saturday. St. Mary’s won
the opener 4-3, before Santa Clara
finally got in the win column in the
second game, 5-4.
Santa Clara finished the second
half 11-7, tied with UOP two games
off the pace. Had the Broncos won
all three games, they would have
tied Fresno and SJSU, which would
have forced a three-way playoff.
St. Mary’s ended the second half
in fifth place at 9-9. The Gaels
finished in a tie with SJSU for the top
spot in the first half, but lost the
championship due to their series loss
to the Spartans.

For students ow,
Come by for a special student discount card Its
good for a whole year and entitles you to 10% off
any Command Performance service Including our
precision haircut
Precision haircutting is our technique for cutting
the hair In harmony with the way it grows So as it
grows it doesn’t lose its shape Your haircut will
look as good after five days as it does after five
minutes
A precision haircut with shampoo and hlow-dr v
costs lust sixteen dollars for guys or gals. it
10,
of course We also offer permanent vva,,, coloring frosting and conditioning No appoint
trent needed just come in
Take advantage of our offer its precisely what
you need
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Command Performance
Tully Square
2013 Tully Road across from Eastrodge Mall
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Mark Johnson also
homered for the 1)ons.

Pitching carries Bulldogs to title

Kinko’s

-Nike Waffle Trainers

Chris Pedretti, who
was 0 for his last 17 going
into the game, broke out
with a four-for-four effort.
He clouted three doubles
and drove in three runs.
The second game was a
rout - SJSU tattooing four
Don pitchers for 14 hits.
Greg Robles was threefor -three, including a
three-run homer. He had a
total of four RBI, giving
him 50 on the season.
Chris Gallego also had
three hits in three trips,
including ,a double and a
pair of RBI.
Jay Brazil scattered
six hits over the seven
inning distance, to get his
eighth win of the year,
against one loss.
Centerfielder Reggie
Brown had a single, homer
and two RBI for USF, and
threw out a pair of SJSU
runners at the plate in the
first inning.

112 El Paseo de Saratoga
866 0466
Almaden Plaza
5353 Almaden Expressway hy Wells Fargo Bank
448 1042
1_1
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The radar atop Mt.
opposite,
Umunhum,
scans the sky. Upper
right, a member of the
682nd Radar Squadron
mans the equipment
that serves as part of
the post’s air defense
operation
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paid at San
Jose. California Member of
California Newspaper Publishers Association and the
Associated Press Published
daily by San Jose State
University . during the college
year The opinions expressed in
the paper are not necessarily
those of the Associated Students.
the University Administration
or the Department of Journalism and Advertising. Subscriptions accepted only on a
remainder of semester basis
Full academic year. $9 Each
semester. 54 50 Off-campus
price per cop(. 10 cents Phone
277.3181 Advertising 277-3171
Printed by Meredith Newspaper
Publications. Inc

Sec..nd class postage

DON’T LEAVE TOWN
WITHOUT CUPPING THIS AD!!!
ATTENTION SJSU
SO. CALIFORNIA
ALUMNI AND FRIENDS

Mt. Umunhum radar tower
doubles as pollution fighter

Plus:

The Dove

Plan on joining in the many activites planned by
California’s -SPARTANS-. For a list of activities write
MU So. California Alumni
P.O. Box 493
San Gabriel, Calif. 91776
or phone 213 799-4995 213 823 5630 714894 1135

By Don Vetter
For some Santa Clara
valley residents, the
revolving radar tower on
Mt. Umunhum serves as a
-smog fan" to clear the
area of pollutants.

Thank You
Masked
Man
The Critic
Final Night

366 So. First, San Jose 294-3800

During a brilliant
sunset one particular
evening, the reflection
from the tower sent some
San Joseans to their phones
to report a UFO to the
police.

ALL YOU
CAN EAT

FISH FRY

But a larger group of
persons, doesn’t even know
that the 682nd Radar
Squadron at Almaden Air
Force Station exists.

MONDAY SPECIAL
All you
Carl eot
Of fresh
tempura dfeo
fried fish
ALSO
EARLY BIRD
MENU 5-7
DAILY $4.95

$495

5P
otM
0 P

Southwest of downtown
San Jose at the very end of
the Almaden Expressway,
the 3,500-foot perch for the
radar outpost is the surveillance post for our
nation’s air defense in this
area.

M

Dinner includes Rice,
Cole Slaw and
Captain’s Bread

According to Master
Sgt. Gene Pierce, the radar
station is due to be
replaced in 1980 by an
airborne radar system.
He said the current
radar configuration has a
200-mile-plus range and the
entire base uses as much
power in one day equal to

1111111 MI 1E1 NI MI MI MI IM

IN 1111

CHARTER FLIGHTS 1979
WE REPRESENT ALL CHARTER OPERATORS
lAiNDON
( Including
Laker
PARIS
JAMAICA
HONG KONG
GENEVA
TOKYO
MADRID
SINGAPORE
VIENNA

Lima, Peru
I South
Americal
COSTA RICA
RIO De JANEIRO
COPENHA V EN
MANILA
BRUSSELS
TAIPEI
YUGOSLAVIA
POLAND
NEW YORK CITY

DUSSELDORF
(Amsterdam’s new
gateway I
FRANKFURT
ZURICH
TEL AVIV
SHANNON
AUSTRALIA
MILAN
HONOLULU
GREECE

Plus student flights throughout Asia,
Africa and the Middle East
FRAVEL SERVICES: Jet flights anywhere at student prices and discount fares International Student Identity Card issuance Euratl. Student Rail and BritRail passes Comore tour information Overseas lob placement intra-European flight bookings and tickets
USA. Canada and Mexico student travel Youth Hostel
cards and publications Student ships. trains.
buses, resorts and hotels Student travel publications
OPEN WEEKDAYS
AND SATURDAY
408 zrelin
.110101:41173.
4IPV

1.11

444£ Wi11ns Strcet,
San Jose, C21 95E2
1111
1111

the daily power intake of
the city of Gilroy.

prove to be its last "open
house."

The search radar
tower revolves atop its
seven-story base building
at the rate of five
revolutions per minute.

For people who do
visit, it will be a chance to
discover an unknown
neighbor or see if there
really is a UFO on top of a
hill.

The
information
gained from the scan is
transmitted to the 26th Air
Division NORAD Region
headquarters at Luke Air
Force Base near Phoenix.
Arizona.
According to Pierce,
the change to airborne
surveillance is less expensive than the current
radar station and is less
susceptible to jamming
frequencies.

photos by
Terry Stelma

.i.1.4.44;14;

IIM

tototot-

t

V 695
Stevens Cr. BI., Cupertino
Aft
rha"4*764411(

MEN’S and WOMEN’s
100% cotton

He added that the Mt.
Umunhum station does a
bit of jamming itself to
both local TV stations as
well as computer facilities
in the Silicon Valley. For
this reason the radar beam
is blocked out to the north
except during emergency
situations, Pierce said.
Besides serving as
radar outpost, Almaden
Air Force Station is also
home for 27 Air Force
families. The station is a
city within itself, with its
own power station, medical
facilities, library and
recreation services including a two-lane bowling
alley.
The station will be open
to the public for tours all
day May 19 for what could

drawstring PANTS

PANTS $8.95 - $14.95
SHORTS $6.95 and $7.95

FREE HEMMING
MANY COLORS - ALL SIZES
ALL PANTS PRE-SHRUNK
GREAT FOR SUMMER!

MADE IN OUR STORE
COMFORTABLE!
HOURS: 9AM - 9PM WKDYS
WEEKENDS 10:30 - 6 PM

21695 Stevens Cr. M., Cupertino
280 to the Stevens Creek Exit, turn right.
just west of De Anus College

EMICENEEMMIROINPINLVIDININEENEVINI"

ROCK
COUPON

15% OFF

If you’re buying a diamond engagement ring for
someone you love, you can’t ’ord not to visit
Proctor’s Jewelers. Each diamond is certified for its
quality and value Bring this coupon and save 150 on
selected rings
Reduced prices helot’ iii S250.00

FAANPD.VO:leweleld,
216 EL PASEO DE SARATOGA SAN JOSE
307 TOWN AND COUNTRY VILLAGE SAN JOSE
tO TOWN AND COUNTRY VILLAGE SUNNYVALE

a
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classifieds
FREE. FREE. FRFF.
Beautiful kittens horn 4 9 15
tree to a good home Call 786
954.4

REF.

announcements

PRO DJ ISJSU student) with own
equipment MO reiOyiis Will spin
’i.e disks at your 5111411 party

NOMYN

Speakers
110
Warts Channel.
Astute.. SAO
4000 05 Reel to Reel,
asking 5170 Wards 19’ Band
AKA!

Wetsult

MEN. WOMEN.

Cali

*11th! alt

5393 for Into to SF AWORLD.
Box 61035 Sa. to . CA 9.60

Custom
Like
to 511
120 to 140
POsold, Em,’ pads Ph 286 3719
Eves or Weekends

Sarah al 775

AUGel Can you make people 110
it, if you think you can we need
YOU Creative Realities is ’,Ming
television
pilot
leaturing
a
we need
nightclub corned,
of
Send us a sampl
your stuff Who knows, COmedY
may Sc’ that career
you’re
looking toe
We also need

To Trade 3 K11141 Tut tickets. 7Aduht
and I Sr C it Or ynuth 7 25 for
other dale, 267 6156

television
Food

RCLE OF LIFE FELLOWSHIP
Classes in Psyc hi( Develop
Aquarian
ment,
Mee itatiOn,
Gospel, Prosperity 798 4509

prOclui two

resumes

and

people
sluff

to

Creative Realities PrOdut lows.
11082 Manteca Way. Saratoga.
CA 95070

THE

FASHION

I.
equipment and records will spin
the disks atHE LP WANTED
PART TIME.

Full time

These are YOUR
unique fashion building blocks
that you can use and adapt for

only
appl
By
Sliding scale of

tees

inquire

Corot
Lynne
colors
Bowman. MA. 747 2504, S 30
7 00 p
most eves, Ilam 1pm
Also.
Dress
for
Saturdays
for
You

the
Business
newer have 10
make a clothe., mistake again
Success
minded

DISCO

EXPERIENCE

Disco
Peter

Mobile
and Light Shows with
B
Tremendous sound

and lighting effects
available toe all Occasions Call

no

’74 CHEVROLET Nova Hatchback
AM. FM stereo cassette. new
spa. 70 mpg

57.695

Call 238

6276
’68 OLDS Convertible Delmont 18
Runs well. neck’s hody *ark
SOSO Call Dave at 737 9794
GOOD ’67 VW Bug setting for parts
or 5400 30,000 on rebuilt engine
Call 197 3698

experience

excellent pay

steel belted radial tireS, 61 yl . 3

neCeSSary
Write American

74

night.

May

Miniature

3

Dance:
Golfing, May loth
May 17th Variety Show.

HEALTH

Food
Sandwiches.
Crops.
Burger,
Vegetable
Drinks Margarets. 126 E ’San
Salvador. TOT

:7

Hours.Good
S5 00,hr
RN’s. Sli/hr
Required

Lagging, and more Now and
where 10 get lobs. Send ST to
Alasco. PD Box 2480, Goleta.
CA 93010

’76 SUBARU

faculty wives. Only 55.00 at the
Makes a
Spartan Bookstore
great gift 101 birthdays or
Mother’s Day
CARDS
BASEBALL
Dr
Quick Cash

WANTED
Lapin, Bus

Tower 763. or call 837 0191
WANTED TO BUY Baseball cards.
all years and types. especially
Bowman, Gaudy, Post, Lea. Top
Prices paid Call Peter Field.
6296939
house,
your
Paint
TRADE
inside/outside
your paint) in
exchange for 400 sq. 11
of
H and R
3 years
storage
Painting, 731S Third, No. I. Si
THE SKI CLUB n having elections
on Thursday. May 3 in the Eng
Bldg 131 at 7 30 P.m Come
show who you want and where
you want to no next year Ab
senter ballots available in Iron!
of Student Union Water skiing
Details at
on Sun. May 6
meeting Mexico is coming! No,
not tor skiing but for sunbathing.
Swimming, drinking. etc Air
fare, ? nights lodging and 8 days
tor only 5790 June ? 9 Call Joe
at 768 2529 for more information
breaking
for newt
Gardens

2. and 3
for 3. 6 and 8 hours
weekly For more info call Torn
at 793 5603 Recycling, the better
credits

way
LOST ’75 Locke Hi class ring if
found please call Ron at 192
9797 REWARD.
FREE cat and kittens Call 797 6513
eves
inexpensive luncheon
Fresh carrot ivice Milk
shake from fresh wole milk
Smooth and delicious crepe At
San
176
E
Merger itha’s.

HEALTHY
plate

Salvador
WANT to smoke a pipeful, Come
loin us in the fun at the 5 U
Amphitheater May IS from 1 3
Prizes and tree pipes

pm

trays,
39k miles, coy nod $2,000 Call
Bill, 794 9643 before 9 a m and

after 9.30 pm Afternoon and
eves ’call 379 5826

on May 11th at the aurfion site
All bikes must be licensed UPon
purchase by Universty Police at
a cost of 53 Auction procedure
roan
be
information sheet
picked up in the Purchasing
110. Ad
Room
ministration Bldg . 7th and San
Department.

Fernando Sts

Perak.

’77

Ford

Run +bout

stereo

cassette,

4(01 am I m
auto trans,

s’roof Mint cond S3,100 or best
offer Call 249 0496 Afternoon

Immediate cash How. 295 5028

100,000 miles w,new
Parts Dependable, runs greet
Craig powerplay wal track. 1
need the money! Make Offer,

S3.50, PER HOUR

easy Work

Misc

you can study while
you work) Hours to lit your
schedule Also typing and office
near SJSU

work

part time near campus,
same pay Call Don, 998 01+9, 5

Light

BABYSiTTER

housekeeping Room, board and
small Weekly salary Call 267

MISCELLANEOUS easy work neer
SJSU 11,09 can study while you
work I, 53.50 per hours. Hours to
fit your schedule Also typing
and office Wark part time near

to live days/wk told your school

_

schedule. Good driving record
required. Phone Mrs. Emm, 7911

DEAR STUDENT, FACULTY AND
STAFF: Your insurance needs
FIRE,
HOME,
AUTO,

4900 Year round opportunity
NEFD a Female English Tube for a
Near Almaden
Call 279

female student

and Emporium Stare
2024, ask for Abdul

1500/11,01:0 shilling envelopes
self
Guaranteed
Send
stamped envelope
DEXTER ENTERPRISES,

addressed,
to

446 3649

available

August).
collect

12131

Call

Foundry
Blvd. Santa Clara

needs
July

872 0131

Contact John Cognetta, 7772971
MOVIE

RECEPTIONIST

camp to teach

helper,

cOOk’S

washer Exper
1415)967 8611

6/198,14

program

service

dependable

persons

to

Pill**

people for Therapeutic
Will Train Call 779 5503

27$ 0923 days, or 354 1050 eveS

students
needing
extra cash Unique way for you
to earn money at home for
summer, school, vacation. etc
Please send 75 cents and a
stamped.
sell addressed
en
velope immediately to Carrie M
Dupree, P 0 Bo. 741, Aubern,

NEED 3 young women to serve in a
with
her
peers
sales
role
Products

recaps and mud and snow.
51609 E kr ued tires 16 00 THE
TIRE MARKET iDisount Tire

natural

’76 RAWASAK I K2 400 Etc cond.
low miles, extras 114175 Call 166
0460 or 266 4222, leave message
’76 KAWASAKI K7400 116 miles.
c
cond Luggage rack and
Electric starter.
Bell helmet
5700 Call Pete, 279
disc

are

related

to
COSMO ICS/hea Ith

the
in

dustry Plenty et rewards for the
v.9 al iouS
eve%

WarehuuSel Dell and Sonnyoaks
Ave ,Campbell Call 378 0690

consider otters Cali Bill, 794
9643 before 9 am. 379 5876 al
ternoon and eves

Call

5600/mo
998 2834

LAW

SISCl/wk
July.
Aug.
Sept
5500/mo 14151 549 1676

Wk

Old
Science Bldg., Rrn 370. Call 7
353410 more info
Apply

rent bedroom in spacious Santa
utilities.

IT IS ONLY with the heart one can
see rightly. what is essential IS

lost and found

inoisible to the eye

LOST
Silver bracelet with oval
ivory stone. ApProx. 3/7. Please
. sentimental. Patti. 998 4490.

IN

TAN

Ilth SI

private yard wil3610, garage,
cable TV, W,D Prefer a couple
to housesit my home On a Per
manent basis, and make my
Payment Of S77S/MO plus your

Shep/Husky,
male,
black/white, red collar w/S.C.
Co tags Campus area, 4,19.
Name, Sail. Reward. Call 998

Castroville, CA 93012

FEMALE

types

Call

733 1915

Janitor,

JOB

office

opportunities
cleaning, port time Mon eau
Thins eves . and Sun
mor
nings Call 449 2257

TEACH OVERSEAS. All fields. all
levels For details, send self
addressed,
velope to

stamped.

long en
Teaching. Box 1049

I BOOM

apt

on S

beginning 6/18

Call Pam. 768
0438 thane). or 3957140 est 256
I work
OVERSEAS JOBS

America,
All fields

0500 51.200 monthly. expenses
sightseeing
Free
in
Paid,
larillatiOn Write IJC. Box 52
SB. Corona Del Mar, CA 92675
FORTRAN I need he:

with Cyb 5
programming
Eperlise
please. Pay negotiable Colley.
227 3368

11W

I’m
most

STUDENT traveling to Alrica this
summer seeks companions Call
Doug

at 732 094e81. 2410r 294 7332.
rOontrnate needed to
share rent in large 3 todrm
Muse. Own room. Fireplace,
fruit
trees.
greenhouse.
chickens. Clean. walk to school.

LOST

a set of keys on campus
REWARD if found. Call 2778109

ROOMMATE needed. Quiet 2 bdrm.
in Los Gatos, S137.50 plus 1/2

Spencer 257 1109

1 BORM

utilities. Non smoker. Call Jeff,
205041 or 268 1937

leave

wanted by Peninsula based Real
Estate Mangement firm Learn

Yah00! All my
Nutsie
your

pens Leyte you
forever,
love

Birds eye Redwood and
Pure white clouds meet, when
thoughts of you c MSc thrOugh
my mind Your loving friend.
Mike, Mike’

rots. Happy Birthday. Don’t get too
much into he sea and Ski and

BDRM

2

ba ,

mature adults.
Quiet, clean env. 4675. OM St

SHARE Victorian with 5 others.
Parking, washer. fireplace, 3
bathrooms.
Lots Of
storage
Space. female only Available

Apartment

EXTRA large 12 or 3 students)
Adults only Modern 2 bdrm . 2
tra nicely turn S300/rno 550 S

and
of

operations

physical

Management

NC

1050

Ralston

Are .

11Th St. Call 733 6133

Belmont. 94002

personals

Extra Dollars for

or longer
clerical, recept. typist
PBX, keypunch

Richard
LOOKING for female to live with a
nice, handicamed man. He likes
music and writing Lives near
campus 798 7308

To John, who saved my life Turn
THANK YOU. THANK
night
From
YOU,
THANK YOU!
Lisa’s Friend, Diane

Nappies
B IRTHDAY
frpersonals

to

CERTIFIED
Temporary Personnel
377 6550
733 6102
Sunnyvale

campus. 296 2308.

9405900
9 3 daily

MORE HELP WANTED!!.
Interviewers

No

sales, door to door in your area.
will train own hours. own can
$3 93 hr 941 4713. 10 4

renting

large

CHI

0’ seniors We’ll always
remember the smiles and the
we
shared
that
laughter
Controls and good
together

Hard
w
warehouse
workers should apply in person
41 110 E 711Mble Rd , San Jose
(al N First SI I. 91 weekdays.
9 12 Saturdays See Mr O’Neill
Russell’s Fine Furniture
An
Equal OpPOYhinity Employer

Call 797 Weer 475 4799
IBM
Corr( ctible
Selecfric
High quality. fast
service Call 755 9205

DO YOU HAVE ESP,. wend ic test
Will tell you
Send 53 locloy
i M.0 c her k ).

to

MOdern

Publications,
ESP
Teshno
Service, DePI SOS, Boo 17071.
Fresno, CA 93778
PROFESSIONAL
and

typing, Edbtinng
proofreading included at
Call .11,1111110 at

ATTENTION

Girls
Male
Cake
Popper.
1CM
yOu
newt
bachelorelte party ball Rick,
736 3024. after 6 Pin

’TERM Paper Typing SI 00.4 page
Call after 5 3013.m 794 1787 "
.,TTENT ION

GIRLS
Mak
rake
for
ne, t
Pepper
your
bac tolorette party Call Ric
736 3024, alter op

"TERM paper typinci. 51. pu.Call
794 11/13 after
3Opmn

PROFESSIONAL typing I rand it!
IBM Selec Inc it Conte Meal

in
typist
EXPERIENCED
Thesis
Campbell.- Turanian
terms. Will type for you. IBM
Sel II Correct, Nan, 262 1399.
PROF.

and

typing

franScribing
and

Exchanges Unlimited. Can help
Moe you money It’s a trade
club for people who like to swap
and bargain for goods services
call 3S4 7840 for more into 20
percent discount for leacher.,

services

Birthday kiSSeS fanny WW1.
buns "SMACK "Loon, Mouser.

KIM

HE’S hit the big time!!! Have a
great 70th birthday Don Your

HAPPY Birthday Dear Alaba Love

stereo
TYPING

ACCURACY.

NEATNESS. and DEADLINES
GUARANTEED
Experienced
in Masters. Reports, Distal
taboos APprOved by San Jose
Slate

Wale
TRISH

AL
Happy 22nd Honey.
Here’s to long talks, lots of love,
and the most Terrific person i

University

Graduate

IBM Sul II South
San Jose,Blossom Valley Area
Janet, 727 9575

know Love Rootsy
LOOKING
BUCKWHEAT, you can’t begin to
imagine how much I Cafe fOr

for
a
Wedding
Photographer’ Images by John
are expresssons at love that are

you Love always. "PIGGO "

soft, elegant and understoed bv
everyone! For the finest well

ARE you graduating? What a better
Time to have a beautilul color
portrait created by Jahn! Call

ding photography. call John at
269 7937

JOCELYN. Happy 11th birthday to
my best friend You’re always
there in a lime Cl need thope I
am tool
Lofting forward to
seeing john and Erick in L A
LOVE, Renee
TO

apt

Furn in leg 3
King waterbed. Tv.

Hoover Hall’s Money Bunnies
Becky. Leslie. and Lisa. HapPY
Birthday 201

4,13,

pool, much
sider smoker 0.K

more. Con
$11250 plus
util Call Mike at 798 1316
ROOMMATE

resonsible

ern DROIDF FULLY
SORRY that I missed your "B"
Dayl C U at F V R2 02

28.

seeks

room 3 5 weeknights/wk

Non

smoker,

Call

515/mo

SIZZLE Lips Thank you for being
you I love you!!! Sweet Knees

Jacquie, 1411 7227730

provimately 5130,mo
1975

TYRO GRAPHICS. INC
Writing and editing resumes
Medical, Legal NI:engin. Pans
Publication, Brochures
Term papers.
10 percent discount

to students

student
with
ID
c arcts
appointment. cal, 797 9954

Flit

Call 146

CALL LUCKY

Expo typist

reasonable
7535055

Fast, accurate
Selec tric II

LEMKE’S Typing SOIVIC

Student

Rates 292 4720

TYPING

TheSd, tern, papers, Or
and last
Phone

Experienced

WOULD like 10 telephone in
terview persons attending any

pm
SUMMER roommate needed Rent
S100. 160 dep Call 277 2194 iday
mes ph I. or 287 0500 (eves

compacts,
essorms

portables
for

your

aml al
e arkamt

SlaW Of Stud* Y.’ W1. also eavi
T vs. VT Rs, velem evens 411(1
games All at 5 to 50 percent
Who else
DISCOUNTS.
over 7e0 17ranck
011er You
Virtually every Model do the
market, Far tory sealed

or toes

w lull warranty plus...MI...al
5 yr warranty for parts AND
iator, All or cc...stews AT cost
w purl haw oh 411n system,
ane sel up? Super low soh
Dr.(es ALL Me lam !I fr, t P’S
w.f. .10 Plirc hoses Compleli
w nO e.t.a istrui
mice
1,0,1 over IM, phone, NO hype
to one

No BS, inct iv iitualitee
SI ’VI( 1,
AUDIO

EN

ERPR iSF S

has it all. The
Widest WW1 1i011 et the highest
iiIk’Iity at the tow... pro, Call
755 5550 M Ihro F Itt r 2 P hn
time

weekends

ASK

tor

KEN

IBM

769 5674

schools in Micronesia
Please
cell Chris at 779 334 after 5 30

COWSUMer

any
PROF

MIKE LOPES

2 FEMALE roommates needed One
temporary for summer, one
permanent starting in June
Pool, lacuitl. sauna, etc
Ap

ENTERPR oSES IS You.
010.1 Ironic S bUyino
Service tar stereo I (imminent,

AUDIO

FREE advice delivery, testing

Cheerful,

woman.
quiet,

KIM LOPES

LET’S 004111112JAMMING
OFFICE assistant. energetic Part
time
eves.
Saturdays
and
Sunday Call Mrs Larson, 296
7395 We are hiring part time

throcouh
data
analysis Especially well suited
to edge ation and sin 141 sr enc..
Excellent references avoitabli

and students

din RDR pal. Ar Ar Ar!!!

air

SUMMER ROOM

SEMI

consultation

MORE PERSONALS!!!

B IRTHDAY floppies to EMS from
our
y

2 and 3 bdrm For
opal to see, call 217 7590, 9 a m
to 4 p m 11th St close to cam
pus

bdrrn

DESIGN
AND
ANALYSIS. Need help with your
thesis or dissertation data, Help
is available on all levels from

IBM II. Fast, accurate
reasonable. Call 267 4174

KMS

LOOKING for female to live with a
nice. handicapped man. He likes
music and writing Lives near

APARTMENTS

San Jose

Puled Opinion

now

conditioned
rooms
for
the
summer Stop by 2315 11th St
Or call 990 9707 or 2001252

These Quarters Ahead
Summer obS June Sept
Work a day, week, month

MI View

is

Learning...100E0.0.LO

Call 225 0540 after 4 30 p.m
Linda Ann Congratulations! Don’t
appointments
forget
your

John at 269 7937
ATO

5700

STATISTICAL

forget me
in
729
Epsilon
Alpha
Survey says your
No. I always lave ya a little SIS

YOUng buddy. Nicki

5800 5550 per
month foster? Excellent growth
potential Degree required. Send
resume TAUBE ASSOCIATES,

financial

Study Time in Hall
Rade
G PA by 1 Free ofrodur lion le
rote Brain /earring as lateen
at OxIord and Sinker Univer
114,5 For reservation, call 769

took inn Bunny

basketba

Call 281 8356

June I Rent S125,rno SI25 dep.
406 S 1 Ith SI . call?. 1791

the

CUT

one low price
274 1975

Department

MANAGEMENT TRAINEE
Trainee
Property
Manager

Hill Area Call Kathie, S711 1216.
gam to9ern

horn. apt. Clean. quiet, 1

blocks from SJSU
5200 plus
deposit, all util pd Non smoker

3

or

luck! Your lowing sisters

summer
Hrs. Now 370 m Mon thru Fri
Summer hrS 9 12, 1 4 Mon thru
Thurs. Most be excellent reader
Will train 13.00’hr Call Mrs

Term papers, thesis.
100
reports, manuscripts, etc
Graduate Typing lad; Blossom

Sigma

5101/Call Danny at 792 8946.

and

Make your own hours. 20 hrs/wk.
minimum Documentation clerk
and assistant Bookeeper Call

941 1484

TO MY SWEETIE. my Carol. 1st of
anniversary.
many.
Happy
Happy B day NO. 19 too. I op

FEMALE

Mature student to assist in teaching
remedial reading appro.
10

al

message

clay

S165 rent. 5200 deposit. Call

Summer, year

round
Europe, S
Australia, Asia. ek

LareY.

to

HAM, Anne.

Great
sentimental
value.
REWARD. Call 976 5665 Or 267
5179

8th SI. Clean.

Garden and kitchen help, crafts,

San Diego CA 95117
MOTHER’S helper needed
M F.
days, flexible hours, S3/hr.

ANNOUNCEMENT!

engaged

BECKY

roommate

to share a
room al Valley West Apts. 1105 a
month. Reliable person. Tennis
crts , p001 Call 2929771

S1.10(11(

Scotty
PUBLIC

LOST: Lel t 74 hsgh school c lass ring
in first floor library men’s room.

St., NO I, San Jose, CA95112.

Ph
209 847 1947
Responsible women, 19 yrs. or

the

Happy Birthday habe Have a
happy 70th Let’s look lorward tr.
another weal yearl I’ll love My
chipmunk tlorever and ever!

LOST Prescription St/Mies., 4,36
an the campus. REWARD call
6332970 collect or write. Rita
Strong, 10298 McDougall St.,

short
utilities
send
Please
application/resume to "owner,"
do George Stump, 1058 N. 4th

be

SUMMER JOBS GIRLS’ SUMMER
CAMP, SHADY LAWN FARM,

now

K K

LOST.

HOUSE FURNISHED. Avail. June
I
Close to campus. Security.

dedicated Call Kim at 753 8202

beginning

I lOve you

ZIPPER

Prescription glasses Wed.,
4/400 grass by D.M.H. If found
call 7361425. REWARD.

Houses across st Irons
campus, kitchen, facilities, linen

SAN JOSE
RESIDENCE CLUB

years
20
Correc ling

TYPING
EXPERT
experience
IBM

TYPING

MOTHER OLSON’S

and maid/serv.. T.V. parking
everything furnished, 530 Per
wk Share. 550 wk. single. 177 N.
8th St 7799004

rays. I leanings at iw c harge
Indic I. a year!. Phis lOW cost nib
other chntal needs Or thoclonliC
Olin also included

Baby, SPYder

Two

988 4686

then

Please respene in detait
MOO Yourself tools/pant. P.O
Box 5175, San Jose. CA95150
walks

St.

beautiful man I’ve ever loved.

DELIVERY
person,
economical
car, ins. Perm . part time. Call

Interview
older.
req.
No
smoking or drinking. June 23
Sept. 1. SIIII/wk plus Nom, board

not SmOker
MY
in
skiing,
biking,
are

traveling, dining out, dancing,
logging. tan. MOvia9, boaCh

Male Student: Single Rm. Lining
Ki/Chen Priv 115 S lath
Om

LOST:

share, 555 single 103 S
call I orst 793 7374

Ca.

Prefer
forests

PAPERS

En commission Schedule. Sell
all summer long from your

Oakdale,

vOungerl. wishes to meet young
attractive while woman for
relationship
possible
dales,

Available alter May 15 Call 24
9448 for appointment

4161

Must

loll,
handsome,
man.
BLACK
110065
age
37
professional,

bathroom. etc . New bed in room

FOLDER.
NO
QUESTIONS
CALL 277 20900r 286 5928.

Great guys and gals, kitchen
facilities, game room, color TV
linen and maid sere le...pace,
courtyard. parking. 532 per wk

Rd

SI40 rent includes
use of kitchen,

LOST. GENEROUS REWARD FOR

men/women, full Of part time to
Sell energy saving products We
Will train Work with the only
company of as kind in No. Cal.

River

lull

ASPIRE.

at

PLAN
DENTAL
ENROLL NOW... For Info, gi.
to A S Office or tall 371 6611
533 50 per year cover...nein, X

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to

Earn 03.501,00 OW.
POsitionS open in all
15 20 hrs per
academic

industrial

rockband

is cloud nine
This
D
Waking. I think you are fan
taSlic and 111We YOU very much

GRACE

OFFICE.

air

home anywhere en the U.S
Contact Ms Craig, 866 6006

HEY DAVE Ti! Good luck during
’lug," week Love. Diane

tutoring

representatives

female

Large
Negotiable.

Nice. France 1 Odors ale in cent. I
block from beach Avail June,

FALL lobs

Special prices start at 599 Call

SALES

S415

easy going and open
Maya,
Iravellinci.

286 3431

No
RECEPTIONIST TYPIST,
experience required but helpful

dish
Ph

734 540 between 2 00 and S 00
(ask for Annelle)

Wash 98002

75
amplifier.
STEREO
Cassette
watts,hannel. 5100
recorder. $30 Cassette deck for
car 530 All in exc cond Will

Studio space

ATTENTION

10 pi m

36’s S4 12

wilirePlace

E flirty
music. dancing, in doors, out
doors, sharing and more P 0
Box 4836, Santa Clara CA 95031

CECM. 166 6066

continuing

PART TIME full time direct sales

between 6 and 11 a m and alter

fill 114. VPS 36’5 97 77. 70’s SI 95.
120 pro pk 0910. Gal fixer
51 4. HCA 51 54, Dektol $1 68.
Microdot 1,2 52, DSI6 51 60. PK

to
Bicycle
2863431

Nett

reasonable rates RISYWII.S.
265 7747

STUDENT

LET’SGET TOGETHER
Engineer seeks tall and al
hoe
close
ter ’Fondle
leonine
I am tall. dark,
companion

S300

well being Available nor autos.
apartments,
hOrneS,
offices.
and

-Female symbol"

S225 2E1 3431
7 1,2 bath 2

sensno

Remove smoke, dust, odor.
pollutants and cleanses the air
you breath Promotes a sense of

commercial

and

Bicycle to campus
7863131
Barn tor
56.00 Neg
artist 30030’ with concrete floor
elec Some Plumb 7863431 5150

Fresh air machines,
that

SALE

hrS/wk

help elderly/disabled Earn SS
Loc Flex hrs FT,PT Call 964

ENGLISH Viscount touring bike 10
spa. hardly riden New 5275.
Call 246 1149
sale 5160 cash

chemicals
and
Kodak
LOOK
supplies at wholesale prices.
1008010 ea Ektacolor 74 RC
930 16. Poly RC 577 43. Poly SW
SI? 97, Tri X. Plus X, Pan X,
30’s $1 70, 20’s $1 21. 100 ft.

Parking Wide
HauSe 3 bdrm

housing
generators
negative on
provide
clean,
indoor

Garrido

Resumes
S3,page incl
editing Tapes 510 per 6041111
trans plus 51.64,1 spite. pace
All
Kitty CARTER. 2113 4533
work 13,00treall IBM SO II
Page

TYPING give you a near). be, Cad
Sandi
Neat one prolessional,

-DUGGAN," thank you 40 hnMng it
in your heart to forgive me
You’re too nice a Inend

Cottage

sailing, canoeing, gYmnaStics.
ALSO
Riding grooms. laun
dress,

in latex newly

SI double
5,2, single spa( cl

T tower

Page

Signed

the Fen

campus.

crafts, Prig west riding, water
yea terSki
fencing,
ballet,

Of Older

needs

at 926 6526

RECAPS 5909 White wall 53 series
Life time guarantee 83 Series.
large. $1390 Radial. 70 series,

One Bedroom Apt
relurnished

sell starter that likes to work
With
people
Previous ex
Perience with plans helpful Call

411

Tad at 794

HAPPY birthday LeSlie F

country

tennis, rillere

a1794 1618 after 6 p m

Must have car Bogie June
Call Fran at 709 1996

wkildS

Call

Laura. 566 1061
ENGLAND STUDENT
LONDON
HOTEL $5 Nightly 01672 6082

Clara home

365
beautiful surf girls wanted SI?
competition and WilifeS Contact

canoeing, and Red Cross Water
Safety Instructor who is 21 yes

COMMUNITY

PE NTAX Spotrnatic II cameras and
lenses All exc cond Call Steve

FEMALE roommate Quiet 7 todron
in Campbell. pool SI4 plus 1,7
Call
utilities
Non smoker

ESTIMATOR/PURCHASING
Agent Immediate opening for

-Hugo Wednesday"

SERVICES
’Mace

I. In Greek
Week you provide It But to us
No
1 Love
always
be
’,atilt
Sisters of Sigma No
YOU’re NO

SIGMA NU

warm,

all Sliminer long from your
home anywhere in the U.S.
Contact Ms Craig, 806 6066

Leisure Services
S2 95/hr .
flexible
schedule
Hiring now and be next fall

FiDENUAL 2177106
NORTH VALLEY SECRETARIAL

Si .CA95150

387 4472

vrtf deplete

ASSISTANT

for the AS

Box 0571.

Collage

Op

Life, Of Course! Equal
Pertunity Employer M/F

WRITE DAWN. P0

negotio

el...dent commission demon
strafing full or part time. Party
plans available and you Can Sell

949%

LOVE IS WHAT YOU NEED New
Free
into
System
dating

share 7 story Victorian house on
11th St SI 10, rno Avail 6/1 Call

NEED men/women to help
Market the remarkable fresh air

student must know on top grim.
(4,1.111. 5905
ypney trit.111 5.
P0 But 1366, Walnut Cril2d9. CM

ELECTROLYSIS C hnd unwanho
hair removed forever
CON

Rept...CA./Set

wanted
Any
)
ROOMMATES
Spartans Woking for 2 3 others to

ARE you an "A" student? Ste,c1
read memorize, organize notes
ythinti it
Pass any exam E

Mn name IS CharleS
B 23649
P 0
go.

woman
Byrd

5190 rent Call 2974471

93159 SPECIAL PROJECTS

machmeS. Nell ion generators
are natures way of cleansing the
indoor air we breath We would
like to shOW yOU hOlic to earn

England

New

guides
Responsible
ref tine
persons Male or female. No
experience necessary Call Gary

0590

9840

appointment

and
laundry
Horseback
vaulting/gymnastics instructor.

lob’

WANTED part time female !viper
$3 50/hr . 711 hrs,wk, flexible

’58 VW BUS. Good cond rebuilt
engine and trans Camper Call
14151 367 9669 after 6 P

BASSOON. 5525

WE

Learn
business
It you qualify, we’ll

River

SPRING,Surnrner

Other
saes
5270
Santa Clara Artists
349 5917 7892 B Scott

DIRT BIKE, ’71 Yamaha DTI 150,
Like
set up for olf road endue
PM 769
new Pacifico Tank

2 BOOM. turn apt on S 61h SI
Available for June. July, Aug

fireplaces

95361,
HIGH Sierra youth rang,
sailing
instructors

Mary) if interested

detailing.

INTERNSHIP

you tor
a rewardtml
summer in sales Call Kevin E
Sullivan at 14081 246 1991 for an

6357

3039 Shrine PI . L A . CA 90007

HANDSOME SCULPTURE pedestal
Supports
in
birch
3’.3’1.3
large, heavy scupltures. Fine

ad
Call

attain some cOrreklaidente
rn warm and real and I AT
seeking a sincere, warns and
most
unoorstanding
of
all

exper ienCe
Phone Mr Jackson at 7959039
Special Protects,
or reply to
P 0 Box 26067, San Jose, CA

Female Guitarist wanted for Hot all
INCOME.

EXTRA

EASY

Let’s get together and inee you
better coverage tor less money
CALL MORY STAR, 253 32770r

also records and
STEREO for sale
tapes
rid to sell fast Best
(ask for
2987231
offer. Pls call

for

Local
media
(4151535 9181

SUMMER
PROGRAM

FOR

boom only
LIVE IN

WAREHOUSEMAN Driver
5190
per hr, work Ipril to Spm, three

tome and we’ll set up a time
convenient tor you on campus,
at your home, or at my office.

collect

Queer

COUNSELORS AND STAFF tie up)
for line High Sierra private girls

campus Same pay Call Don,
998 0149.5 toe p M only

HEALTH. If you are not already
with Stale Farm. call for an
appointment at my office or

pay.

Immediate part lime
lull lime
summer.
017eninUS.
in person
Apply
NOW
VILLAGE
AMUSEMENT PARK

679 3774.

for sale

Part lime

ADVERTISING

I’M PRESENTLY in Foie.. prison
and was Wersolering iticOulli

blocks to campus 5170 Plus 1’5
utilities Call 925 1396 now

remember

Pb time M/W,F
morning, Near San Jose Air
port Call Linda at 2792900

costume

6078
’74 Oldsmobile

make money. but why nol have
fun doing it We can’t offer you
the moon, but we can promise an

03 from own home or area of
1111’ S unique diversified lines

food
services.
sales,
main
Merchandise

operators,

FRONTIER

’71 FIAT 128. 4 spd .2 dr. sedan. 52k
miles. Call 747 8547 alter 6p m

Sponsored by PRSSA
AN AUCTION of 75 to XI bicycles
11th
will
be held on May
beginning at 17 30 pm in the
Amphitheater.
5 U
SJSU Sale
Will be made to the highet bidder
on an item by item basis Bikes
may be inspected from 9 12 P m

McDonald’s net, but watch us
grow We are In buSmess to

LITTLE BUSINESS
whOlesalt, distribution

share
home
4

non smoker

Responsible

tenance

1952
EARN College Credit fOr
glass, sign up now
Spartan
semester
I.
Recycling Center

SIMPLE

AMUSEMENT PARK FUN!
Ride

characters,

35 mph. 4 spd

Recycling Center
I. 2 and 3
for 3. 6 and 8 hours
weekly. For more into call Tom
Way

A

ac

business

researching

AVE
2030
all Orion

beautiful

tivIties We otter a wage,salary.

Rich Kraynic k Productions

BEAR!

BE A YOGI

710 7
Good condition, many
extras. S3.500 Call 779 $741

credits

BE A GOURMET Cook with Ea.
the
SJSU
Elegant,
and
Associates cookbook. Contains
tried and tested recipes of

o yOU may choose Our luC Wive
We can’t
commission
plan
compete with Lockheed or even

ADMINISTRATIVE

CHEVROLET Nova hatchback
coupe
New 6 cyl
engine. 2
Speed AM/FM stereo cassette.

EARN College credit tor breaking
glass, sign up now for next
sernessier
Spartan GardenS

at 293 5603. Recycling, the better

to noon
or call 797 444 tor appointment

First SI, Ida m

techniques

10ES IN ALASKA Summer lobs
High
paying.
5800 $7,000
pie MO Nat’l Parks, Fisheries.

and eve
NEEDED SJSU Grad student Ice
AS Council Must be tenacious!

tor

7103

train

E serrience
Some
Call 287 1749 for Appt

$7.250 Call 231 6276

meeting people and learninq
about the gay community Br all
attend For more
you can be

Movie
no meeting. April 19th
Creativity
night, April 26th

Work is not dangerous, but not
tor the faint hearted Apply at

177. Dallas, TX 75231

LVN’S. 34.50/fir

days.

,AY men and women

information call 298 GAYS Our
schedule tor April and May is.
April 5111
Wine and Cheese
night. April 12th Easter break.

Pa yang in Santa Clara Co You
most be a citizen. over IS, and
have reliable
transportation

our wadi involves setting up
pointments for our field reps
We also need creative thinkers

SERVER

Service, MSC Park Lane. Suite

Flexible
NURSING
Aides/Ord
Pay

’77 PLYMOUTH Satellite Sebring
Excellent
condition.
100,000
miles, 51.100 Call John. 7796779

14081 167 3156

the SJSU Student Union We
informal
social
provide
an
setting which is conclusive to

Highest

team We’ve Several openings
for people who erkay public
contact and have 000d oral
communications ability We’re
not a sales company Much of

ma ors.
Wanted
Immediately, Work at home

systems

SJSU Gay
Student Union meets Thurs. at 11
m in the Guadalupe Room of

homes ChOOSe your own hours
No tees Call us now. Quality

Excellent

ADDRESSERS

References

details

learn organization. and we’d like
you to be a Spec lab part of Our

1613 294 3134

description

the rest of yOur life 1 thee you
about 70 colors out eta Set ol SOO
together with your personal
style clescriplon in a portfolio

10 Kew
season, in

I .

terviewing now Tax Corporation
cit America 1060 MinniSOla 794

automotive

SPRING. Let me determine
your most Haltering as well as
give you a Personalized style

comParer 466’ve worked My, Of
9oY company you’re likely 10
wok for. Special Protects is a

SJSU student) with own

PRO DJ

FOR

Old
Call 7

SLEEP IN OR OUT
Assist the elderly in their own

PROCESS

ROOMMATE

repreSentative1 and manager,
Unlike
any
Summer
this

ASPIRE

Care 746 7047

help wanted

operators for
IS

at

needs
PROJECTS
SPECIAL
secretaries.
appointment
cuSlOmer order clerks, held

COMPANIONS

57’

Writers

ar helloes

Apply

Science Bldg. Pm 700
3554 ho more info

61+0

iERRA Club meeting Tsies 7 30
pin
Pm student
Guadalupe
union Outdoor and iovcernal.nn

OLOR

wk

Woman s

New

explore

JOBS
CRUISE FREIGHTERS
with Pay. See
eeperien.
No
Europe. Hawaii Australia. So
America Carter summer. Send

FALL lobs Earn 53 SO 4 OD per tic
tutoring Positions open in all
ac aidemo areas 1520 nrs per

and Stand. asking 5150 Call La
798 0576

We need you to share your

Wachtel’s energy al OUT Pathm
and Goddess study uroup as we
our reiationsnips to
nature, the moan Amazons and

55 or 786 3719

Pioneer

LICENSED CHILD CARE. Near
School, loving care, hot meals
anctestres N.M., all 797 SS1S

PIONEER SIC 1001 re. i 1.43 watts)
Heil Travis! Lah lair ie. III
speak er
11’
Magnavox reel to reel i 7" auto
,,,,,
’ever, i
C. F
U ’
I. 1.1i.W11 redwood euvria. menet
louses ail MC .41,01.1,
5475
head

P101111

phones
1.11114ble 4110

All for

SF SO 13 (mei
Gat f
J/111
? reef fo rwi

tapes If, with owl ,,,,,, i Shore
cart inc lotted) Pea informatiori
call Paul. 707 437,
SANYOsterio AM FM with 11

FEMALE

bassist
wanted
for
recording Call Chris al 9.11 (1503

EXPERT tepizlg and proofreading
of term ParterSelc Fast service
SI ’pa Sheila. 2799129

Player,
777 ell?

I

11014Aers

Call Mark
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ROTC cadets given awards
for performance at ceremony

photo by Tom Van Dyke

A smiling cadet marches back to his seat after receiving an award from Col. Robert Elder (center),
chairman of the Military Science Department. At the annual ROTC award ceremony last Thursday in
the S.U. Umunhum Room 21 cadets were presented with medals, certificates and scholarships. The
awards were given by various organizations including the American Legion, the Daughters of the
American Revolution and the Sons of the American Revolution.

The SJSU ROTC
program annual awards
ceremony
was held
Thursday afternoon in the
S.U. Umunhum Room.
The purpose of the
awards is to "recognize
sonic of our cadets for their
performance," said Major
Charles Lieb, assistant
professor of military
science.
Charles
Burdick,
chairman of the History
Department, gave the
keynote speech on the five
hazards of education,
citing the "dangers of
choice and the dilemma of
decision."
The Superior Cadet
Award for outstanding
performance of duty and
overall proficiency was
presented to Eduardo J.
Rican, senior; Frederick
E.
Newman,
junior;
Christopher E. Bailey,
sophomore; and Richard
W. Hunt, freshman.
The American Legion
Scholatic Excellence

Carter lambastes Congress
WASHINGTON
President Carter. his
nearly 2.;- years in office
marked by fierce confrontations with Congress
over energy. policy, lambasted the House Friday
for "political timidity" in
rejecting his standby
gasoline rationing plan.
was shocked and I
was embarrassed for our
natiim’s government,’
Carter said in challenging
the lawmakers to write a
plan of their own within 90
days.
But while the president
said he won’t submit
another standby rationing
plan. White House planners
reportedly
werc
conisidering a less drastic
gasoline-conservation plan
for possible use this
summer.
Officials were at work on
a proposal for a national
odd-even rationing plan
like the one now being used
in
California,
administration sources said.
Reacting to Thursdm ’s

Reporters
cautioned
by Burns
(Continued from Page I
Unfortunately,
the
person written about has to
live with the burden of
proof, which is hard to
prove after the story has
been spread all over the
front page in banner
headlines, he said, while
the retraction is usually
buried on the back pages.
"Journalism is falling
from its peak that it
reached during the time of
Woodward and Bernstein,"
Burns said.
Burns warned the new
initiates to be very careful
of their facts. "Editors
sould also judge very
carefully of what should
and what should not go into
o Ilil1S1);Iper

246-159 House defeat of his
twice -revised standby plan
gasoline rationing. Carter
accused members of
Congress of bowing to
"local and parochial interests."
Speaking to reporters
and photographers in the
Oval Office, the president
said House members who
voted against the plan
’apparently put their
heads in the sand" in
refusing to give him the
tools needed to cope with a
major oil shortage.
’If we should have a
serious interruption of
gasoline and oil supplies.
our nation would be unprepared to deal with it,"
Carter said.
"I challenge the
Congress within the next 90
days to develop their own
rationing
plan,
fair.
equitable and balanced,"
Carter said, adding:
-Obviously. I will give
them
every
possible
assistance if and when they
are willing to exhibit the
willingness to take this
necessary action in the
interest of our country."
A law passed in 1975
required the president to
send a standby rationing
plan to Congress. That was
the plan that has been
rejected. Carter indicated
Friday he has now complied with the 1975 law and
is not required - nor does
he intend - to sumbit
another plan.
A
number
of
congressional energy aides
claimed Friday that there
was little real chance that
Congress would take the
president up on his
challenge.

While the rejected
standby plan was intended
to be held in reserve for a
major emergency like
another Arab oil embargo,
the odd-even plan now said
to be under consideration is
designed for more uninciliate use.

The plan is still being
"toyed around with" by
officials of the Office of

Management and Budget
and the White House
Domestic Council and has

not been formally submitted to the president,
said one source.

Arms treaty to be signed
at conference next month
WASHINGTON i AP) President Carter and
Soviet President Leonid I.
Brezhnev will sign a new
arems treaty next month in
Vienna at a confernece that
U.S. officials hope will
pave the way for more
frequent summits between
U.S. and Soviet leaders.
The Jun 15-18 summit
conference will be the first
between the U.S. president
and the ailing Soviet
leader.
The conference plans
were announced at the
White House by Carter’s
national security adviser.
Zbigniew Brzezinski. and
in Moscow.
Shortly
after the
simulataneous
announcemnt was made.
Carter continued his battle
to win Senate ratification of
the pact by arguing that its
rejection
would
be
devastating to the U.S. Soviet relationshipand to
efforts to control nuclear
arms.
While the treaty will be
the central theme of the
meeting, the talks are also
expected to deal with
subsequent
arms
negotiations, the possibility
of regular summit conferences, and the overall
scope
of
U.S.-Soviet
relations, a U.S. official
said.
The administration
official, who addressed
reporters in the White
House press room on the
grounds that he not be
identified by name, refused
to comment on the state of
Brezhnev’s health or what
impact it would have on the
Vienna meetings.
But he said the conference, which would last 2

1/2 to 3 days, would include
joint meetings of the U.S.
and Soviet delegations,
-some private time for the
two leaders to get together
and
have
private
discussions on a one-on-one
basis.- and more social

occasions.
The summit conference will be the first
between the United States
and the Soviet Union since
Brezhnev and President
Gerald R. Ford met in
Vladivostock in late 1974.

spartaguide
Greenpeace will be
presenting the film, "The
Harpseal." today at 3:39
p.m. in the S.U. Almaden
Room. For more information contact Tracey
Fisher, 258-9853.
The band, "Fingers,"
will be appearing at noon
today in the S.U. Ballroom.
"Asian Horizons," will
present various an-

for academic
Award
and
achievement
leadership ability went to
John C. Black, senior and
John E. Moe, junior.
Senior Michael D.
Ryan and junior James A.
Davis earned the American
Legion General Military
Excellence Award for
outstanding qualities of
military leadership
discipline, character and
citizenship.
The Reserve Officers
Association Medal for
qualities of leadership,
military aptitude and
exemplary performance of
duty was given to Shannon
las, senior; Tristan Wise,
sophomore; and John
Blumenson, freshman.
Kimberly Fink, a
junior, received both the
associaton of the United
States Army Medal for
contributing the most to the
Military Science Department as a first year advanced course cadet and
the Scoiety of American
Military Engineers’
for
scholarship
$250
academic achievement and
leadership potential.
The Zane Medal for
outstanding
exhibiting
leadership and militar,!,
attributes while participating in the ROTC
program was given to Dan
Owre, a junior.
American
The
Veterans of World War II
Award for diligence in the
discharge of duty and
willingness to serve both
God and country was won
by Noemi Shlllingburg.
The Military Order of
World Wars Medal to the
the
showing
cadets
imoverall
greatest
provement in military and
scholastic studies during
the year want to Kenneth
Brown, a junior and Kurt
Tempel, a sophomore.
Timothy C. I.undstedt,
a shopomore received the
National Sojourners Award
and
encouraging
for
demonstrating the ideals of

nouncements,
commentaries and readings
about the Filipino community, tomorrow from
4:30-5 p.m. on KSJS, stereo
91.
SJSU Sailing club will
be offering summer sailing
in the San Francisco Bay
every Sunday, this summer. For more information
contact Jeff Vesey, 2935459.

Americanism.
Linda J. Davis, a
senior, earnerd the
Daughters of the American
Revolution Award for
demonstrated qualities of
cooperation, patriotism
and personalty.
Michael Zujovich, a
freshman, was presented
the Sons of the America
Revolution Medal for the
first year cadet demon-

strating strong leadership
and academic potential.
The Valley Forge
honor certificate for outstanding achievement in
bringing about a better
understanding of the
American way of life, an
essay contest, was won by
Eric R. Fowler, senior, and
David Valadez, junior.
A reception followed
the awards ceremony.

It’s Easy!

$129
INSTALLED
U

e

et’s*

A complete AM FM cassene eeeee o woth two speaker.
Installation is included. Please hurry as quantity is limded
o ttttt ye con nui.,
shre y

Sill

11 I.

LOS ALTOS
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Scout’
4x4’s do it better!
Test drive Scout today
Scout’s’. . . Anything less is just a car.
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INTERNATIONAL TRUCKS
1505 North 4th St, San Jose .293-6802

San Jose students:
This could be the last question you’ll
have to answer till the Fall Semester
Have you arranged to have
your phone disconnected?

yes
NO

If you answered no, why not take advantage
of a great new service we’re offering. In order to
make your arrangements as fast and convenient
as possible, we’re going to be setting up a special
office right on camws. We’ll be in the
Campus Phone Center
Guadalupe Room of the Student Union
Weekdays from Monday, May 21
through Friday, May 25,
and May 29-30.
From 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Just drop by, (And we’ll take cam of c’....:rything from there. And if you
have one of our snap -in (modular) type phones, bring it with you and we’ll
give you d $5.00 credit on your bill. The whole process takes only a few minutes
and it’ll be one less thing for you to worry about during those hectic last days.
See you there.
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Pacific Telephone

